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Abstract. With the increase of location-aware and Internet-capable
mobile handset devices, location-based services (LBSs) have experienced
an explosive growth in recent years. To scale up services, location-based
service providers (LBSPs) outsource data management to third-party
cloud service providers (CSPs), which in turn provide data query ser-
vices to users on behalf of LBSPs. However, the CSPs cannot be trusted,
which may return incorrect or incomplete query results to users, inten-
tionally or not. Skyline query is an important kind of query, which asks
for the data that is not spatially dominated by any other data. There-
fore, enabling users to authenticate skyline query results is essential for
outsourced LBSs. In this paper, we propose an authentication solution
to support location-based skyline query. By embedding each data with
its skyline neighbors in the data’s signature, our solution allows users
to efficiently verify the soundness and completeness of location-based
skyline query results. Through theoretical analysis, we demonstrate the
effectiveness of our proposed solution.
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1 Introduction

With the explosive growth of mobile handset devices, such as smartphones and
tablet computers, location-based services (LBSs) attract increasing attention
from both research and industry communities. Mobile users carrying location-
aware and Internet-capable mobile devices are able to perform queries to learn
about points of interests (POIs) anywhere and at any time. As the adoption of
cloud computing increases, which provides LBSs an efficient way to outsource
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POI datasets and various data queries to third-party cloud service providers
(CSPs). Outsourcing POI searching to third-party CSPs provides a cost-effective
way to support large scale data storage and query processing.

As one important class among various types of location-based queries,
location-based skyline queries (LBSQs) [1–3] ask for the POIs that are not dom-
inated by any other POI with respect to a given query position, and we say one
POI dominates another if the former is both closer to the query position and
preferable in the numeric attribute of interest. In Fig. 1, a POI is characterized
by a location and a price, such as o1’s location and price are 1 and 2, respectively.
We say one POI dominates another if the former is both cheaper. For example,
o4 dominates o3 because o4 is both closer to q and cheaper than o3. We can
observe that the LBSQ results are unpredictable, because as the query position
moves, the POIs’ distance to the query position changes.

Fig. 1. An example of road network.

Due to security concerns, query-result integrity needs be protected against
possibly dishonest CSPs. The CSPs may return incorrect results for a variety of
reasons. For example, the CSPs may manipulate LBSP’s POI dataset or return
biased results in favor of POIs willing to pay. In addition, the CSPs may opt to
return incomplete results in order to save computation resources, or they may
return overly large results so that the CSPs can charge fees for the communica-
tion bandwidth. Hence, it is vital to provide users a capability to authenticate
query results to ensure the authenticity and completeness. Results are authentic
if every result appears in the original POI datasets and are complete if all the
skyline POIs are included in the query results.

Most recently, Chen et al. [4] proposed a LBSQ authentication method in
which the POIs are modeled as distributed over a road network. However, Chen’s
solutions still have several limitations. Firstly, the data preprocess is complex.
The LBSP needs to preprocess the dataset, generate the skyline neighbor set and
skyline neighbor range, and then generate MHT for query verification. Secondly,
the query process has a high computation overhead. The dataset is first divided
into two subsets, then CSP do skyline query three times on the dataset and its
two subsets respectively. Finally, the size of the verification object is large, each
skyline result contains an auxiliary set for verification.
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In this paper, we propose a novel method to solve the LBSQ authentication
problem: our method enables simple data preprocess, efficient skyline query and
lower communication overhead.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

– We propose a novel authentication solution to verify skyline query in road
network. Our method supports efficient skyline neighbor generation process
and each record is chained with its distance neighbors and skyline neighbors.

– Our method supports efficient data query process and small communication
overhead from LBSP to CSP and from CSP to user.

– We give the performance analysis, which shows the effectiveness and efficiency
of our method.

The remains of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 summarizes the
related work. Section 3 presents the problem formulation. Section 4 describes the
details of our proposed solution. Section 5 presents the security analysis and
overhead analysis. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes our paper.

2 Related Work

Query authentication has been studied extensively. Most studies [5–8] are based
on either Merkle Hash Tree (MH-tree) [5] or signature chain [6]. In signature
chain, each data in the dataset is signed by the data owner, while the signatures
of results and non-result boundaries are returned to the client. Various types of
queries have been studied, including range queries [9,10], spatial top-k queries
[11–13], multi-dimensional top-k queries [14,15], kNN queries [8,16], shortest-
path queries [17], skyline queries [4,18,19] etc. It is common to let the data
owner outsource both its dataset and its signatures of the dataset to the service
provider, which returns both the query result and a VO computed from the
signatures for the querying user to verify query integrity.

The skyline query can be widely adopted in information retrieval [20–22],
searchable encryption [23–25], system monitoring [26], resource allocation [27],
and etc. References [4,18,19,28] are the most related work targeting verifiable
outsourced skyline query processing via untrusted CSPs. In [18,19], Lin et al.
presented several schemes based on a data structure called Merkle Skyline R-tree
assumed that the POIs are distributed in a general 2D plane. Recently, Chen et
al. [4] proposed a LBSQ authentication method which is more practical in real
situations, the POIs are modeled as distributed over a road network rather than
a 2D plane. However, their work returns large verification objects, incurs high
communication overhead. Our work aims at decreasing the communication cost
in LBSQ authentication methods.

3 Models and Problem Formulation

In this section, we introduce our system model, the definition of LBSQ, and
problem formulation.
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3.1 System Model

Our system model involves three types of parties: LBSP, CSP, and data user. The
general setting works as follows: First, the LBSP makes some pre-computation
on the POI dataset and computes the dataset’s signatures S. Second, the LBSP
uploads the POI dataset and their signatures to the CSP. Third, a user sends
a skyline query to the CSP, and the CSP computes the results, a verification
object and sends both of them back to the user. Finally, the user verifies the
soundness and completeness.

Fig. 2. Representation of a road segment. (Color figure online)

The dataset O contains a set of POIs of the same category, e.g., hotel, and
each POI is characterized by its location and one numeric attribute (e.g., price).
We adopt the similar settings with Chen’s [4]. As shown in Fig. 1, the POIs
reside in a road network is represented by a planar graph G = (V,E), where
V is the set of vertices, and E = {e1, · · · , em} is the set of road segments. The
representative red road segment and POI are ei and oi,j , and the query position
is denoted as q. As shown in Fig. 2, we use {ei = ui+tvi} to denote the segment,
where ui,vi ∈ R

2 are two reference vectors, ui and ui + vi are two end points.
The dataset is denoted as O =

⋃m
i=1 Oi, where Oi is the set of POIs in road

segment ei. Assume there are ni POIs in road ei, and we use oi,j to denote the
jth POI in road ei. Each POI can be represented as oi,j = {ti,j , λi,j}, where ti,j
is oi,j ’s relative position with respect to road ei, λi,j is the numeric attribute of
interest. The query q can be projected on segment ei and its relative position is
denoted as ti,q. We assume that a POI only belongs to one road segment, and
the POIs are at different positions and have different numerical values.

3.2 Location-Based Skyline Query

Assuming that a lower numeric attribute (e.g., price) is preferable, we now give
the definitions for spatial dominance and location-based skyline query.

Definition 1 (Distance). For any two POIs oi,j and oi′,j′ in one road segment
ei, the distance between oi,j and oi′,j′ is denoted as d(oi,j , oi′,j′) = |ti,j − ti′,j′ |.
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Definition 2 (Query distance). For a POI oi,j in road segment ei, the query
distance between query position q and POI oi,j is denoted as d(q, oi,j) = |ti,j −
ti,q|.

Definition 3 (Dominance). For any two POIs oi,j and oi′,j′ in one road seg-
ment ei, we say oi,j spatially dominates oi′,j′ with respect to query position q if
and only if d(q, oi,j) ≤ d(q, oi′,j′) and λi,j ≤ λi′,j′ but the two equalities do not
both hold.

Definition 4 (Location-based skyline query). A location-based skyline
query sky(O|q) asks for the POIs that are not spatially dominated by any other
POI in O with respect to q.

3.3 Problem Formulation

Assume a user submits a LBSQ query 〈q, I〉 to the CSP where q ∈ R
2 is the

query position and I ⊆ {1, · · · ,m} is a set of indexes of road segments E =
{e1, · · · , em}. After receiving 〈q, I〉 from the user, the CSP returns the results
sky(O|q), where O =

⋃
i∈I Oi.

The LBSP is assumed trusted; however, the CSP is considered untrusted due
to a variety of reasons. For example, the CSP may modify LBSP’s POI dataset,
forge non-existent POI records, return some results that are not skyline records,
or omit some skyline records.

Our security goal is to offer approaches for authenticating LBSQ queries. In
our setting, we consider the CSP is dishonest and may present to the user a tam-
pered result. Our proposed solutions can allow the user to verify the soundness
and completeness of the query results.

Soundness: The user can verify that all qualifying data records returned are
correct. They have not been tampered with nor have spurious data records been
introduced.

Completeness: The user can verify that the results covers all the qualifying sky-
line POI records.

4 Basic Solution

In this section, we introduce the basic solution for verifiable LBSQ processing
via an untrusted CSP.

4.1 Properties of LBSQ

We adopt Proposition 1 from [4].

Proposition 1. Let O be the set of POIs distributed along road segment e =
{u + tv}. For any query position q ∈ R

2, we have

sky(O|q) = sky(O|tq). (1)
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In other words, sky(O|q) is determined by the query q’s relative position tq,
where tq is defined as

tq =
vT (q − u)

||v||22
(2)

Figure 3(a) shows 7 POIs on a road segment, where all POIs are distributed
along a road segment, and the x- and y-coordinates represent each POI’s relative
position and numeric attribute, respectively. Each POI oi can be represented by
its numerical value λi and relative position ti. For example, o1 = (1, 2), where 1
and 2 are the o1’s relative position and numerical value, respectively. The query
position’s relative position is tq = 5. Figure 3(b) shows the LBSQ results for q,
where d(q, oi) = |ti− tq| represents the query distance, and the LBSQ results are
sky(O|q) = {o5, o4, o7}. The other POIs are dominated by the POI in sky(O|q),
for example, o6 is dominated by o4, o3 is dominated by o7.

(a) Sample POIs (b) LBSQ for query q

Fig. 3. LBSQ results.

We give a formal description of the properties of LBSQ. Without loss of gen-
erality, for a given query q, we assume that there are u results {o1, o2, · · · , ou},
where oi = (ti, λi) is the ith result. Which are ordered by query distance
d(q, o1) < d(q, o2) < · · · < d(q, ou). The LBSQ results have the following prop-
erties:

– The LBSQ results can also be ordered based on the numerical attribute,
λ1 > λ2 > · · · > λu.

– o1 should be a POI with the smallest query distance for all oi ∈ O.
– ou should be the POI with the smallest numerical value for all oi ∈ O, and it

has no skyline neighbors.
– For every adjacent pair (ox, ox+1), x ∈ [1, u − 1], ox+1 is the closest POI

towards the query position in the subset under ox, represented as d(q, ox+1) ≤
d(q, oj) for all oj in O−

x = {oi|λi < λx, oi ∈ O}.

Based on these properties, for each POI oi, our method finds the first skyline
result by finding the POI having the smallest query distance, and then continue
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to find the next result, the next result’s numerical value is smaller and its query
distance is smallest in all candidate POIs.

In the following subsection, we define distance neighbor to find the closest
POI to the query position, which has smallest query distance. We define skyline
neighbor to find the next skyline result, which has smallest query distance in all
POIs whose numerical value is smaller than the previous result.

4.2 Distance and Skyline Neighbor

Definition 5 (Distance neighbor). For any oi ∈ O, we define that its left (or
right) distance neighbor with respect to relative position denoted by Nl(oi) (or
Nr(oi)), as the closest POI oj ∈ O with tj < ti (or tj > ti).

For each POI oi, its distance neighbors are two POIs having smallest distance
with oi on its left and right sides. For each POI oi ∈ O, oi’s query distance is
computed as d(q, oi) = |ti − tq|.

We define the closest POI towards the query position on this segment as
omin if d(q, omin) = min{d(q, oi)|oi ∈ O}. The left and right distance neighbor
of omin are denoted as Nl(omin) and Nr(omin), respectively.

Note that only the closest POI omin’s query distance is not larger than its
both left and right distance neighbors’ query distance for all POIs in the same
road segment, which is described as d(q, omin) ≤ d(q,Nl(omin)) and d(q, omin) ≤
d(q,Nr(omin)).

For each POI oi, we divide O into two subsets according to ti as

O−
l = {oj |oj ∈ O, λj < λi, tj < ti}

O−
r = {oj |oj ∈ O, λj < λi, tj > ti}

(3)

Definition 6 (Skyline neighbor). For any oi ∈ O, we define its left (or right)
skyline neighbor in subset O−

l (or O−
r ), denoted by N−

l (oi) (or N−
r (oi)), as the

closest POI oj ∈ O−
l (or oj ∈ O−

r ) according to relative position.
For each POI oi, its skyline neighbors are two POIs chosen from POIs with a

numeric attribute smaller than oi’s numerical attribute, meanwhile the skyline
neighbors have smallest distance with oi on its left and right sides.

4.3 Data Preprocessing

The LBSP preprocesses its POI dataset O = {oi|1 ≤ i ≤ n} before outsourcing
it to the CSP, where oi = (ti, λi). Without loss of generality, we assume that
t1 < t2 < · · · < tn.

For every POI record oi, i ∈ [1, n], the LBSP computes the distance neighbors
Nl(oi), Nr(oi) and skyline neighbors N−

l (oi), N−
r (oi). If the left or right neighbor

does not exist, then assign null as its neighbor.
LBSP creates a signature for oi, i ∈ [1, n] by chaining oi with its four neigh-

bors:
s(oi) =Sig(H(H(oi)|H(Nl(oi))|H(Nr(oi))

|H(N−
l (oi))|H(N−

r (oi))))
(4)
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Here, H(·) is a hash function, and Sig is a signature generation algorithm.
The total number of signatures is n. Then LBSP sends the POI dataset O and
signatures S to the CSP.

4.4 Query Processing

Assume that the user issues an LBSQ sky(O|tq). The CSP constructs the query
result as follow.

– Compute tq from q as in Eq. (1).
– For every oi ∈ O, find the closest POI point omin with query position, which

has the minimum distance d(q, omin); Select omin as the first skyline result,
put omin into sky(O|tq), set the skyline result oj equal to omin. If there are
two POIs having the minimum distance, then choose the one with a smaller
numerical value.

– Put the skyline result oj into sky(O|tq), find the next skyline result from oj ’s
two candidate skyline neighbors; Select the POI with a smaller query distance
from N−

l (oj) and N−
r (oj) and set it as the next result oj . If two skyline neigh-

bors have the same distances, then choose the one with a smaller numerical
value, as the skyline neighbor with smaller numerical value dominates the
other one.

– Repeat the previous step until oj has no skyline neighbor.
– For each oi ∈ sky(O|tq), the CSP returns its neighbors N−

l (oi), N−
r (oi),

Nl(oi) and Nr(oi) and its signature s(oi).

4.5 Query Result Verification

On receiving the query results from the CSP, the user verifies the results’ authen-
ticity and completeness. Without loss of generality, assume that the query results
are {o1, · · · , ou}, where d(q, o1) < d(q, o2) < · · · < d(q, ou). The verification
object contains all the signatures of results, {s(o1), · · · , s(ou)}, and the distance
and skyline neighbors of results, {Nl(o1), Nr(o1), N−

l (o1), N−
r (o1), · · · }.

During authenticity verification, for each x ∈ [1, u]; since its neighbors are in
the query result, the user uses them to compute its signature s(ox). If the query
result is authentic, the user proceeds to check the completeness of the query
result in the following three steps.

First, user checks whether o1 is the closest POI to query position by check-
ing if d(q, o1) ≤ d(q,Nl(o1)) and d(q, o1) ≤ d(q,Nr(o1)), as only the closest
POI’s distance to query position is not greater than its both neighbors’ dis-
tance. If there are two same minimum distances, then check the numerical value.
If d(q, o1) = d(q,Nl(o1)), then λ1 < λ(Nl(o1)). If d(q, o1) = d(q,Nr(o1)), then
λ1 < λ(Nr(o1)). Second, user verifies that ou is the last POI by checking whether
ou’s numeric value λu is equal to λmin.

Third, user checks every pair of adjacent POIs in {o1, · · · , ou} are indeed
skyline neighbors of each other with respect to query position tq using its
neighbors. Specifically, for every ox, x ∈ [1, u − 1], the user checks its next
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neighbor ox+1 with its skyline neighbors N−
l (ox) and N−

r (ox). If N−
l (ox) is

equal to ox+1, then check if d(q,N−
l (ox)) < d(q,N−

r (ox)), or if d(q,N−
l (ox)) =

d(q,N−
r (ox)) and λ(N−

l (o1)) < λ(N−
r (o1)). If N−

r (ox) is equal to ox+1, then
check if d(q,N−

r (ox)) < d(q,N−
l (ox)), or if d(q,N−

l (ox)) = d(q,N−
r (ox)) and

λ(N−
r (o1)) < λ(N−

l (o1)). If any POI does not pass the verification, the query
result is considered incomplete. If all the verifications succeed, the user considers
the query result as complete and incomplete otherwise.

5 Performance Analysis

In this section, we study the performance of the proposed solutions through
security, comparison with Chen’s and overhead analysis.

5.1 Security Analysis

We prove that the proposed skyline query authentication scheme can achieve
the security goals as follows. Let sky(O|tq) = {o1, · · · , ou} be the query results,
where d(q, o1) < d(q, o2) < · · · < d(q, ou).

We first discuss the case in which sky(O|tq) is not sound: As for an adversary,
in order to change the value of a record, he must be able to generate the corre-
sponding signature. However, it is computationally infeasible without knowing
the private key of LBSP.

Then we discuss three cases in which sky(O|tq) is not complete:
Case 1: If the initial result o1 is forged, then the adversary must forge a

fake POI o′
1, its distance neighbors Nl(o′

1) and Nr(o′
1) and its signature s(o′

1),
which satisfy d(q, o′

1) < d(q,Nl(o′
1)) and d(q, o′

1) < d(q,Nr(o′
1)). However, there

is only one record o1 in the road segment which satisfies this requirement; it is
computationally infeasible to compute s(o′

1) without knowing the private key of
LBSP.

Case 2: The end result ou is forged. The adversary must forge a fake POI o′
u

whose numerical attribute is λmin and its signature s(o′
u). It is computationally

infeasible to compute s(o′
u) without knowing the private key of LBSP.

Case 3: Two contiguous records ox and ox+1 in sky(O|tq) are not skyline
neighbors. Since every ox, x ∈ [1, u − 1], its signature s(o(x)) contains its can-
didate skyline neighbors {N−

l (ox), N−
r (ox)}, the adversary cannot forge a fake

POI o′
x+1 /∈ {N−

l (ox), N−
r (ox)}. Suppose ox+1 = N−

l (ox), the user can further
check if d(q, ox+1) < d(q,N−

r (ox)). Any fake o′
x+1 will be detected by the user.

5.2 Comparison with Chen’s

We illustrate the processes of the benchmark method in [4] (denoted by Chen’s)
using Fig. 3(a) as an example.

In data preprocessing process, for each POI, the LBSP needs to issue a LBSQ
to obtain the POI’s skyline neighbor set, and each POI binds with its candidate
skyline neighbors.
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In query process, if tq = t5, the CSP issues three LBSQs and obtains results
sky(O−|tq) = {o1, o4, o5}, sky(O+|tq) = {o6, o7} and sky(O|tq) = {o4, o5, o7}.
Then it returns

⋃
oi∈sky(O−|tq)∪sky(O+|tq) Ti, where Ti is the set of non-leaf nodes

required along with the leaf node oi to compute the Merkle root hash.
In query result verification process, for each oi ∈ {o1, o4, o5, o6, o7}, the user

uses Ti to compute the Merkle root hash. The user also needs to check whether
all the results are indeed skyline neighbors, in addition, it checks that every
oi ∈ {o1, o6} is indeed dominated by some other returned POI, and every oi ∈
{o4, o5, o7} is indeed not dominated by any other returned POI.

We can observe from the examples that Chen’s methods have some limita-
tions. Each POI record is bound with its candidate skyline neighbors which can
up to n − 1, while our method’s neighbors is 4. Meanwhile, Chen’s needs 3 sky-
line query in query process, while our method is much simpler, meanwhile our
results and verification object are smaller than theirs.

5.3 Overhead

We analyze the overhead introduced by the proposed technique on the LBSP, the
CSP, and the user side, respectively, and we compare our methods with Chen’s
methods.

(1) LBSP Overhead: In the data preprocess, Chen’s methods need to generate
skyline neighbor set and skyline neighbor range for each POI, which takes O(n)
skyline query operations, and the skyline query incurs high computation over-
head. While our methods do not need to do the skyline query in data preprocess
and our skyline neighbor generation process is simpler than Chen’s methods.

In addition, in Chen’s methods, the LBSP generates a MHT as the authenti-
cation structure, which needs 1 signature generation and O(n) hash computation,
then the LBSP outsources 1 signature and O(n) digests to CSP. Our solution’s
main cost is related to the number of the signatures, which is proportional to the
cardinality of POI dataset n. The computation and communication cost of our
solution is O(n). Since MHT and signature chain are two different authentication
structures.

(2) CSP Overhead: In our methods, the CSP compares n POI’s distance to
the query position and chooses the minimum one as the first result. Then it
finds the next skyline neighbor subsequently, which takes o(n) comparisons. The
remaining cost comes from constructing the verification object and sending it to
users. The verification object contains O(k) signatures and 4k neighbors, where
k is the number of query results. In Chen’s, the CSP needs to do 3 skyline query
for n POI, which takes o(n2) comparisons. The verification object contains 1
signature and k′logn digests, where k′ is the number of query results, which is
larger than k. Thus, Chen’s query cost and VO size are larger than our solution.

(3) User Overhead: In our methods, user takes k signature verify operation in
verification process, while Chen’s takes 1 signature verify operation and k′logn
hash computations.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we consider the problem of authenticating location-based skyline
queries. We propose novel solutions that allow users to verify if the query results
are sound and complete. By embedding skyline neighbors with each POI to its
signature, our solutions achieve better performance in query process and com-
munication overhead compared with the existing scheme. We prove that without
knowing the private key of the data owner, it is computationally infeasible for
an adversary to forge query results without being detected. Our extensive per-
formance evaluation shows the proposed solutions are practical and can be used
in real-world applications.
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